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A Baffle Bag Designed to 
Minimize Leaks with Cost Savings 

Sonoco's NEW 
Carbon Black Bag 
Fewer Seams for Fewer Sifting Opportunities 
and Maximum Protection

The vital component you produce to make 
everyday products stronger, richer in color and 
longer lasting requires packaging equally as tough. 
The smallest sifting point could cost you and your 
customers BIG headaches and expense. 

Smart, Deliberate Design

Using NEW technology designed specifically for your 
industry, our propriety product o�ered exclusively from 
Sonoco, provides fewer seams to protect the finest of 
powders carefully and powerfully – all at a lower cost 
to you! Design your bag as tall as you like for 
maximum payload and your most cost-e�ective 
packaging solution.

Don't forget to order
Sonoco's FlatStack® 



Available in appearance-enhancing black and other 
color options
Lifting loops designed with shape retention memory for 
easy forklift pick up   
Sturdy ba�e design to maintain shape up to 90+ 
inches tall 
Safe Working Load capacity up to 2000kg/4410lbs
Powerful protection, with 5:1 Safety Factor

See Related Bulk Bags and Accessories from Sonoco!

Product Features

Product Benefits

Product Loss Reduction – Your shipped weight is what 
your customer receives 

Improved Customer and Freight Carrier Satisfaction – 
Deliver a clean bag while reducing clean-up time  

Cost Savings - Simple design allows for lower cost to you

Size E�cient - Increased size capabilities when compared 
to a standard ba�e bag for e�cient filling and shipping 

www.conitex.com/bulksak

Packaging Solutions for All Your Needs

Bulk Bags of every shape and size

10-50kg Paper Bags

10-50kg Low Density Polyethylene
Flexible Bags

Batch Inclusion/Low Melt Bags

FirmaLoad® Paper Bulk Bag Pallets

High Density Polyethylene Bulk Bag Pallets

FlatStack® Paperboard Pallet Liners

As an international 
provider of diversified 
consumer packaging, 
industrial products, protective 
packaging, and supply chain 
services for almost over 100 years, 
we cover just about every 
packaging solution you'd need - 
chemical, construction or anything 
in between! Our in-house materials 
science engineers can guide your 
specific requirements with an array 
of options and related accessories. 
See a sampling of what we can offer 
you below and give us a call today!




